Mr. Webster comes to Boston every Tuesday.

Place: Lawrence, Massachusetts
Meditation Chapel of
Building: Lawrence General Hospital
1 Garden Street.
Persons Interested: R. Ashton Smith, Administrator, Lawrence General Hospital.
1 Garden Street, Lawrence, Massachusetts.
donor: Deane K. Webster, Jr., H.K. Webster Co., Lawrence, Massachusetts
P.O. Box 511.
Minister.
Denomination: Non-sectarian
Architect: Steinert
We supply vent.
Vents in the base, about 18 inches high, set in the new wooden sash, to be made by C.E. Steinert Co., Inc., 263 High St., Lawrence, Mass., and delivered to us, knocked down, in Church. Altar window in Meditation Chapel.

Height from floor
Protection

Groove
Rabbet
Metal
Stone
Wood

4 feet in doorlight.

Exposure: West, clear light (window)*
Footage: 19 feet in wd.

Inscription: Something that will sound poetical conveying the message.

MUNERA DATA MULTORUM (Gifts which have been given by many).

IMPORTANT: Make the Latin words less conspicuous, perhaps 2/3rds the length and size. 1/24/59.

A Non-Sectarian character, with the
Design wanted: symbolic Hand of God, in a foliated staging
pattern with the rose of Divine Love and Purity below.

Blueprints.

General Information: The inside rebate measurements of this frame, that is the extreme width and height of your leaded window, will be 38-1/2 inches by 71 inches. FRAME IS NOW HERE.

There is an altar that comes up over the lower part of the window.

Window to be non-sectarian character, with the symbolic Hand of God, in a foliated pattern with the rose of Divine Love and Purity below.

We have in mind a colorful and brilliant window bringing comfort and inspiration to all who see it. (See color plate of Forest Hills, and Black and White of Catholic Chapel, Presbyterian Hospital, N.Y.)

(Also include the door panel, which we understand to be 12 inches wide and 16 inches high, designing it in a rose pattern to harmonize with the larger window.

(Mr. Webster wrote 4/23/59): "size of light for the door... door is a standard plywood flush type of door and our carpenter can readily set the light after it is received. We would say the dimensions of the light including the exposed portion of the leaded frame would be 12 x 16 inches. Therefore something like 1/4 inch additional margin should be allowed in the rebate on all sides making the total overall dimensions 12 1/2 x 16 1/2 inches."

*The door window is in a door from the outside and the light in the room would be greatly reduced and in the evening subdued artificial light. The door, when closed is directly opposite the large window, about 22 foot length.